EcoFishBox™ – A complete solution for packing seafood

Stora Enso is joining the Seafood Processing Global fair in Barcelona with a climate-friendly packaging offer for the fish industry. Made from mainly renewable wood fibers, EcoFishBox™ contributes to using less fossil resources and requires significantly less space in storage and transport, translating into reduced climate impact and lower costs.

EcoFishBox is a complete solution for packing fish throughout the supply chain, including custom branded boxes and lids, packaging automation and ice packing solutions. The fully automatic E40 box folding machine is showcased at the fair. The machine is developed for optimal function and performance with the best and most modern technology. This machine is designed with ergonomic charging and secured closed system.

Compared to a traditional fish box made from expanded polystyrene (EPS), EcoFishBox takes seven times less space during transport and in storage thanks to it being delivered as a flat corrugated board sheet. EcoFishBox can be implemented in existing EPS operation flows, including usage with palletizing robots.

Meet face to face with the Stora Enso sales team, get a demonstration of the EcoFishBox offer and packaging automation solution in Hall 3, stand number: 3JJ401
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Visit our website for more information
storaenso.com/ecofishbox